
WHATS YOUR
HIDDEN DREAM?

ILLUMINATE YOUR UNKNOWN CORNERS.

Delve deeper into your intuition, dreams, and needs to
uncover your inner desires✨ 



The moon, like a mirror, reflects the radiant
light of the sun, symbolizing our identity. 
It offers a profound reflection of our true
selves.Your Moon sign illuminates the intimate
nature guiding your path!
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Your Moon sign unveils your emotional realm,
guiding feelings and dreams beneath the surface.
It influences the depths of your being, offering
emotional security. It will give hints about your
emotional complexities and how you forge
connections with others.

Knowing the characteristics of your moon sign
can help you to delve deeper into your emotional
profile. 

What Exactly is a
Moon Sign?



Go to the website
https://astro-
charts.com/tools/new/birth-chart/
Enter in birth information
Calculate chart 

Locate your Moon 
Look for the moon symbol
You can also scroll down to the list
that says Moon & the sign

How to Find Your Moon Sign

Find the House Number the NN is in



Your Emotional Blueprint🌙
 & Innermost Aspirations

Moon in Aries | The Pioneer
Aries moon highlights the need to act. You may experience
yourself as a dynamic, pioneering individual, & enjoy getting
things started. Implementing thought into action & lifting
things off the ground is your speciality. You require physical
outlets to help channel your energy positively. You feel
emotional fulfillment through a straightforward approach.
Motivated by challenges, taking risks , or initiating different
projects and ideas.  Emotionally you need newness,  
prioritizing self, experiencing things that bring passion, and
going after what you want!

Moon in Taurus | The Sensualist 
Taurus moon highlights the need to take things slow. You
find comfort in the combo of the finer things & mother
nature. You steadily work towards what you want. You require
a creative outlet & to feel connected to your body. You feel
emotional fulfillment from financial stability, music that sets
the mood, and walks in nature. Motivated by anything that
stimulates your senses. Emotionally need a routine, a steady
diet,  sleep, & engaging in relaxing activities. 



Your Emotional Blueprint🌙
 & Innermost Aspirations

Moon in Gemini | The Messenger 
Gemini moon highlights the need to learn & share. You can
easily reframe situations and have an understanding of
perspectives. You require communicating, connecting,
meeting new people, and exchanging ideas to feel excited!
You feel emotional fulfillment through variety. Motivated to
find people who share similar interests and who can keep up
with you mentally.  Emotionally need outlets for your
storytelling & silliness, running errands, & connecting with
neighbours, coffee shops baristas from your immediate
surroundings.

Moon in Cancer | The Nurturer 
Cancer moon highlights the need to feel safe. You can be  
nurturing, protective, and intuitive. You feel emotional
fulfillment from creating community that feels like family,
along with home cooked meals & being at home brings you a
sense of comfort. Motivated by a preternatural desire to look
after people and everything in your path.  Emotionally need
nourishment from yourself & others, & a comfortable & cozy
living space to return to.



Your Emotional Blueprint🌙
 & Innermost Aspirations

Moon in Leo | The Creator 
Leo moon highlights the need to shine. When you feel
confident & have the right audience, you can express yourself
with ease. You require to feel heard, cherished, and believe
that you are a priority in other people's lives. You feel
emotional fulfillment from leading with your heart.  Motivated
when you show your talents, & have fun! Emotionally need
outlets for creative self expression, inner child, & pursuing
hobbies!

Moon in Virgo | The Healer 
Virgo moon highlights the need to be of service. You find
comfort in organizing & cleaning. You require to feel
productive in helping others and making a difference in
people's lives. You feel emotional fulfillment when you feel
valued, needed, and listened to. Motivated by digesting
information, using your intuitive nature to teach others.
Emotionally need health related activities like having regular
exercise, cooking nutritious recipes, or researching mind-
body practices.



Your Emotional Blueprint🌙
 & Innermost Aspirations

Moon in Libra | The Diplomat 
Libra moon highlights the need to relate. You are a seeker of
beauty, harmony and romance, & can find them in all things.
You require tranquility & to focus on what is right and fair
emotionally for yourself and others. Motivated to weigh your
ideas and opinions against someone else’s, as it’s through
your relationships that you can get greater perspective on
your own life. Emotionally need one-on-one connections,
rather than huge groups, & to balance your interests, personal
life, and work life.

Moon in Scorpio | The Alchemist 
Scorpio moons highlights the need to detect. You are the
best at discernment, hearing what is and isn't said and feeling
your way through. You require ways to improve and
transform your own emotions, habits and behaviours. You feel
emotional fulfillment through subjects like psychology, death,
sexuality, or the occult. Motivated by secrets that fascinate
you & to engage in conversations that address charged
topics. Emotionally need privacy, deep connections with
people that go beyond the surface level. 



Your Emotional Blueprint🌙
 & Innermost Aspirations

Moon in Sagittarius | The Explorer 
Sagittarius moon highlights a need to seek a universal truth.
You require honesty, independence, freedom, & to speak your
mind. You enjoy adventures & experiences that come from
travels, immersing yourself in other cultures. You feel
emotional fulfillment from spirituality or belief systems that
give greater meaning to your life. Motivated by the bigger
picture, knowledge, and the feeling of wind in your hair!
Emotionally need open-mindedness, seeing new places, &
acceptance of other people's different beliefs.

Moon in Capricorn | The Ruler 
Capricorn moon highlights maturity. You find comfort in
meaningful work, and having stability.  You require a feeling
like you have concrete goals that you’re working towards, as
you aim to achieve something important within your career
or to be recognized as an expert in a particular area. You feel
emotional fulfillment by maintaining slow and steady
momentum. Motivated when you work at something you’re
passionate about, & consistently over time it gives you a sense
of purpose. Emotionally need commitment, loyalty, discipline,
& long term goal planning.



Your Emotional Blueprint🌙
 & Innermost Aspirations

Moon in Aquarius | The Maverick 
Aquarius moon highlights the need to do things differently.
You enjoy having a cause that you support, or time inventing
out of the box ideas for future plans. You require your own
space, independence, & leaning into your unique traits, while
becoming comfortable in the ways you are different.
Motivated  by the greater good of humanity, connecting with
community, & not losing what makes you distinct.
Emotionally you need to express your opinions, intellectual
pursuits & to be surrounded by unique, eccentric, and
creative people.

Moon in Pisces | The Mystic 
Pisces moon highlights transcending reality. You find comfort
in dreams, being creative and expressing your emotions
through making art, music, writing, or helping others. You
require faith & connection to something bigger than yourself.
You feel emotional fulfillment from spiritually, manifestation,
meditation, or tapping into your intuition. Motivated by a
higher power and follow a spiritual path. Emotionally needs
tenderness, alone time to recharge your batteries, time with
animals, compassion, & support to and from others. 



The Location of the House
Your Moon Lives in

Moon in the 1st house:  Emotions and feelings have a
strong influence. You are usually sensitive, empathetic, &
caring in your environments. 

Moon in the 2nd house:  Give importance to material
security through work & possessions as a means to ensure
emotional satisfaction. 

Moon in the 3rd house: Expressing through writing,
speaking, or other forms of communication. Connections
with siblings, neighbours, and close friends.

Moon in the 4th house: You have a strong connection to
your family & may prioritize emotional security within the
domestic sphere.

Moon in the 5th house: A Focus on love, children,
romance, creative expression, & being in the moment.

Moon in the 6th house: Emotionally invested in self-
improvement, personal refinement, and the
enhancement of your surroundings. 



The Location of the House  
Your Moon Lives in

Moon in the 7th house: Indicates one-on-one
relationship-focused. emotional fulfillment  through close
relationships & partnerships at work.

Moon in the 8th house: Strong connection to the realms
of transformation, psychology, shared resources, & having
a heightened intuition.

Moon in the 9th house: Desire for emotional expansion
and seek emotional security through exploring new
horizons.

Moon in the 10th house: Driven by your emotional needs
and may seek recognition and validation in your
professional endeavours.

Moon in the 11th house: Emotional security through your
connections with like-minded individuals and may have a
strong sense of belonging within your communities. 

Moon 12th house: Heightened sensitivity and intuition
and may experience a strong connection to the mystical
or unseen.
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Jenneralwellness

www.jenneralwellness.com

@Jenneralwellness

I help women use
Astrology & Intuition, as
guide posts to elevate
their lives!

Let’s work together!
Send me a message to
deep dive into this 

SOUL COACH

Contact information:

@Jenneralwellness3

jenneralwellness@gmail.com

mailto:jenneralwellness@gmail.com

